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Advanced gravitational-wave observatories, such as LIGO and Virgo, will detect hundreds of
gravitational-wave signals emitted by binary black holes in the next few years. The collection of detected
sources is expected to have certain properties. It is expected that a selection bias will exist toward higher-
mass systems, that most events will be oriented with their angular momentum pointing to or away from
Earth, and that quiet events will be much more numerous than loud events. In this paper, we show how all
these assumptions are only true for existing detectors and do not have any universality. Using a network of
proposed third-generation gravitational-wave detectors, we show how each of these assumptions must be
revised, and we discuss several consequences on the characterization of the sources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The LIGO observatories have recently detected gravita-
tional waves (GWs) emitted by the binary black holes
(BBHs) GW150914 [1] and GW151226 [2,3], starting the
era of gravitational-wave astrophysics. Over the next few
years, hundreds of similar systems will be detected [3,4],
allowing for studies of formation channels of compact
binaries (CBC) and stellar evolution [5–10], tests of general
relativity [11–13], and characterization of black hole (BH)
mass and spins [6,14].
At the same time, research and development is ongoing

to design the next-generation of GW detectors, which
would add another factor of 10 over the design sensitivity
of current instruments (which we will refer to as second
generation or 2G). The Einstein Telescope [15,16] and the
Cosmic Explorer (CE) [17] are two proposed designs for
third-generation (3G) detectors. Owing to their astonishing
sensitivity, 3G detectors would be able to observe BBHs up
to redshifts of 10 and above [18].
In this paper, we show how this has deep consequences

on the characteristics of detected BBHs. In particular, we
show how three facts, which are usually assumed as self-
evident, are in reality only due to the limited range of 2G
detectors and will not be true anymore when 3G detectors
come online.

II. DIFFERENCE 1: MASS SELECTION BIAS

It is well known that the amplitude of GWs emitted
by CBCs goes (at the lowest order of the inspiral) as
M

5
6, where M is the chirp mass defined as M≡

ðm1m2Þ3=5=ðm1 þm2Þ1=5. This makes systems with higher
mass easier to detect. At the same time, the duration of the
signal decreases with the total mass (compare, e.g.,
GW150914 andGW151226 [3]), whichmakes verymassive
systems hard to detect (or undetectable, if so massive that
they merge before reaching the lower-frequency side of the

band of ground-based detectors). These two effects work
against each other, resulting in a nontrivial detection effi-
ciency curve as a function of the totalmass (or chirpmass). In
other words, there will be a selection bias for some values of
mass. This selection effect was naturally taken into account
by the LIGO and Virgo collaborations when inferring
formation rates [4,19] and mass distributions [3] from the
events detected in the first science run.
However, it is important to stress that what sets the

evolution of the waveform in the detectors’ band is the
redshifted mass, which is larger than the intrinsic (or
source-frame) mass by a factor of (1þ z) [20]. This has
nontrivial consequences on which systems will be detected
more often by 2G and 3G detectors.
Let us consider a population of BBHs detected by a

network of two advanced detectors and a network of two CE
detectors. In both cases, we use the geographical coordinates
of the two LIGO sites, but our results do not depend on this
choice. The noise spectral densities we have used are shown
in Ref. [17]. We consider BBH sources with intrinsic total
mass uniform in the range ½12–200�M⊙. The lower limit of
this range is due to the evidence that stellar-mass BHs might
havemasses above∼5M⊙ [21]. The upper limit is somewhat
arbitrary, due to the lack of observational evidence for
intermediate-mass BHs (IMBH). The mass ratio is uniform
in the range [0.3–1], consistent with the range of validity
of the waveform approximant we use (IMRPhenomPv2
[22–24]) and the fact that several astrophysical formation
scenarios point to mass ratio distributions above 0.5 [10,25].
One could consider different mass distributions, e.g., power
law. The reason whywe prefer a uniformmass distribution is
that it clearly shows which trends exist, without introducing
selection effects from quantities, such as the mass function,
which are not yet firmly known. In Appendix A, we discuss
how our findings would change if another mass function
were chosen.
The population is generated as follows. We first draw a

random set of masses (in the range specified above),
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spins (uniform in magnitude in the range [0, 1], i.e.,
from nonspinning to maximally spinning, and orien-
tation), orbital orientation, and sky position. The redshift
is generated uniform in comoving volume, Fig. 1, and
converted into a luminosity distance assuming a standard
Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) cosmology [26]. This,
of course, assumes that the rate of the BBH is flat through
cosmic history, which is not strictly true (see, e.g.,
Refs. [25,27] for a recent estimate). We will come back
to this point later.
Only events with network signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in

the range [10, 600] are kept. We are assuming that events
with SNR below 10 would hard to detect with confidence,
while events with SNR over 600 would be rare (not in
absolute terms, but when compared to the frequency at
which smaller SNRs events are detected; see Fig. 4 below).
In Fig. 2, we report the redshift distribution of the events

that survive the SNR cut. As expected, our hypothetical 2G
network would be sensitive to BBH (and small IMBH) up

to redshift of ∼2, while 3G instruments will get something
very similar to the prior, Fig. 1.
Let us now consider the distribution of the source-frame

BBH total mass, Fig. 3. A clear difference is apparent
between 2G and 3G detectors. While the 2G will on
average detect high-mass BBHs more often than light
systems, for 3G, the distribution has slightly more support
for lower masses and is similar to the prior we assumed.
For 2G detectors, small-mass BBH can only be observed

nearby, while heavier systems can also be detected farther
away, where there is more volume and hence more events.
That will not be true anymore for 3G networks, because
light systems can also been observed far way, with
redshifted masses that will make them equivalent to heavier
BBH. Since the bulk of the events will come from the
region of Universe where there is the “most space” at
around z ∼ 2, what sets the relative rate of detection of
BBHs below 200M⊙ in 3G networks will not be the noise
of the instrument but the relative abundance of the systems
at those redshifts.
The reversal of the selection bias would be present even

if we had used a different mass function. In Appendix A,
we will see that it would last if we had used a power-law
mass function that favors stellar-mass BBH. Here, we
mention that the bias would be even stronger if IMBH
were common. In fact, if we had let the high end of theMs

tot
distribution go up to ∼2000M⊙, we would have found that
the rate at which 3G instruments would detect BBH will
decrease monotonically with the intrinsic total mass. For
2G, instead, it will first go up, until Ms

tot ∼ 400M⊙, and
then go down with a long tail that extends to ∼1500M⊙. A
similar nonmonotonic behavior was naturally also present
in first-generation detectors [28].
The reason why very heavy sources would be hard to

detect for 3G is that at z ∼ 2 they would have a detector-
frame total mass a factor of 3 larger, making them coalesce
at too low frequencies.

FIG. 1. The redshift distribution used to generate the simulated
events, before the SNR cut.

FIG. 2. The redshift distribution of detectable events with a
two-detector network of advanced detectors at design (2G) or
CE-like (3G). Note that the two curves use different y scales to
improve clarity.

FIG. 3. The source-frame total mass distribution of detectable
events with a two-interferometers network of advanced detectors
at design (2G) or CE-like (3G).
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III. DIFFERENCE 2: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

Let us now consider the distribution of SNR for detected
BBH in 3G vs 2G networks. With 2G detectors, it is
commonly expected that most sources will be far away,
where more volume is available which would lead to
detectable events. This, in turn, results in a distribution
for the network SNR which peaks at low SNRs and then
goes down as SNR−4, Fig. 4 top panel. This has led some
authors to propose using eventual discrepancies between
the measured and the expected SNR distribution as a way of
testing general relativity [29].
For 3G instruments, the situation is radically different,

since they will detect most events at redshifts of a few
(where more volume is available) with high SNRs. The
peak of the SNR distribution for 3G, thus, is not reached for
threshold events, but for larger SNRs of ∼70, Fig. 4 bottom
panel. The “missing’” low SNR events would have to be at
much larger redshifts, where there is less space. With 3G
detectors, thus, it will not be the case that the typical BBH
source will be at threshold.1 Suppression of quiet events
was already mentioned by Ref. [30] in the context of an
Einstein Telescope single-instrument analysis and for some
particular values of masses.
We stress that the louder SNR does not automatically

imply that parameter estimation will always be better for 3G
than it is for 2G for systems of similar intrinsic mass. This
happens because the masses can be considerably redshifted
for 3G, leading to shorter chirps which can compensate for
the extra SNR. However, for events at redshift below ∼3, a

network of three 3G instruments would yield better estima-
tion for both masses and spins [14,18].

IV. DIFFERENCE 3: INCLINATION ANGLE

We now consider the inclination angle, i.e., the angle
between the orbital angular momentum and the line of
sight. It is widely accepted [31] that this angle will be close
to ∼30 deg (or 150 deg) for the typical detected event. This
happens because two factors are at play: from one side,
sources randomly oriented should have a distribution of
inclinations that goes like sin ι; from the other side, since
more GWenergy goes along the orbital angular momentum
[20], sources face-on (ι ¼ 0) or face-off (ι ¼ π) can be seen
farther away and hence be detected more often. These two
factors result in a bimodal distribution for ι, shown in Fig. 5
as a dashed line (this is Eq. (28) of Ref. [31]2).
After the discussion in the previous sections, it should not

be surprising that in reality the dashed curve in Fig. 5 is not a
universal distribution but rather due to the limited reach of
2G detectors and the fact that much more space is available
beyond their range. Indeed, this will be different with 3G
detectors. As seen in the discussion about the SNR here
above, detections will not be dominated by weak events far
away (and hence likely face-on/off) but rather from loud
events in the bell of the redshift distribution, Fig. 1. Since
those have random orientation (i.e., pðιÞ ∼ sin ι), the overall
distribution will peak at π=2, Fig. 5, continuous line.
We can thus expect that the orientation of BBH detected

with 3G detectors will roughly be random. This has a few
interesting consequences.
The inclination angle has an impact on the uncertainty in

the measurement of spin and mass parameters. In fact,
eventual spin-induced precession is suppressed in systems
within a few tensof degrees from face-onor face-off,whereas

FIG. 4. The network SNR distribution of the events in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. The distribution of inclination angles for the events in
Fig. 2 (full line) compared with the expected distribution for 2G
detectors (dashed line, from Ref. [31]).

1We notice that this difference in the SNR curves would still be
present if the extended BBH-mass range described at the end of
last section or the power-law mass function on Appendix Awere
used.

2We notice that we multiplied Eq. (28) of Ref. [31] by ∼2 to
properly normalize the probability in the range ½0; π�.
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visible precessing would break correlations and decrease
errors [14,32]. Indeed, for both GW150914 andGW151226,
the posterior distribution for ι was consistent with face-
on/-off, and the spins were poorly estimated [2,3,33]. The
distributionweobtain for 3G instead implies thatmost events
will have large visible precession.
It has recently been shown by Ref. [34] how 2G detectors

could be able to detect the Christodoulou GW memory
[35,36], given enough detections. Many detections are
required because the memory effect is zero for face-on/-
off sources [37] and near its minimum for small inclination
angles. Conversely, the memory effect is strongest for edge-
on systems [37], making 3G detectors much better suited at
measuring it.
Analysis of the ringdown modes of the final BHs formed

from the mergers in BBHs is a viable way to test the no-hair
theorem [38,39]. This too is a test that will benefit from the
distribution of inclinations we found, since the weights of
the higher-order ringdown modes, needed for the test, are
larger for inclination angles close to π=2 [40,41]
It is known that luminosity distance and orbital inclination

angle are correlated in CBC signals, with characteristic
V-shaped 2D posterior distributions (e.g., Fig. 3 of Ref. [42]).
Forsourcesofwhich theorientation isclose toedge-on,onecan
expect better estimation of both these parameters. 3Gdetectors
will thus yield better distance estimates than 2G detectors,
which could help associate GW sources to their host galaxies
and estimate cosmological parameters [43].
It has recently been suggested that the kick velocity of

the BH created by a BBH coalescence could be measurable
with 3G instruments [44]. The best sources for that
measurement are systems oriented face-on or face-off at
merger since they will have the largest measurable recoil
speed [44]. 3G detectors would thus typically detect signals
with small visible recoil velocity.
Finally, we notice how this could also impact the

probability of joint electromagnetic (EM) and GW detec-
tions. If BBH are luminous and their EM radiation is
collimated around the orbital angular momentum, similarly
to what expected for short gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)
emitted by binary neutron star (BNS) and neutron star-
black hole mergers (see Ref. [45] for a review), then with
3G detectors, only a small fraction of detected sources
would be oriented such that the beam would intersect the
Earth. This should only marginally affect BNS with 3G
detectors, given to their smaller masses.
We end this section by noticing that even for 2G detectors,

as they getmore sensitive in the next few years [46], it will be
the case that the distribution of inclinations for detected
heavy BBHs will have more events at π=2 than the dashed
curve of Fig. 5 suggests, although not fully isotropic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described three important properties
commonly expected from the population of binary black

holes detectable with gravitational-wave detectors and
shown how they will not be true anymore when more
sensitive detectors come online. In fact, it is commonly
accepted that the distribution of signal-to-noise ratio for
detected events will be monotonically decreasing, so that
the “typical” source will be weak. Relatedly, most events
are expected to have inclination angles close to 30° and 150°.
We show how both these facts are not universal properties
of the sources, but rather depend on both the sources and the
instruments used. The next generation ofGWdetectors, such
as the Einstein Telescope and the Cosmic Explorer, will
detect more BBH sources at large SNRs than at threshold,
most of themwith inclination angles close to 90°.We showed
how this has positive consequences on the characterization of
black holes, making it easy to measure their quasinormal
modes, spins, and masses. Furthermore, the Christodoulou
memory effect will also be more easily measurable, since its
SNR ismaximum for inclinations of 90°. Finally, we showed
how the direction of the mass selection bias will be reversed.
If the mass function of BBH were flat, 2G detectors would
preferentially detect BBH of higher mass (up to ∼500M⊙
total, after which the efficiency decreases again), whereas 3G
detectors would preferentially detect lower-mass systems.
We conclude by mentioning that neutron star binaries,

owing to their small mass, will not present with any of the
effects analyzed in this paper, unless their formation rate
density has negligible support for redshifts above ∼1,
which does not seem the case, based on the redshift
distribution of known short GRBs. [47,48].
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APPENDIX A: POWER-LAW MASS FUNCTION

Throughout this paper, we have considered a mass
distribution uniform in both total mass and mass ratio.
This was done in order to not introduce any selection effect
from poorly constrained astrophysical quantities. In this
Appendix, we wish to explore a particular alternative mass
function and show how all the results we found in the body
of the paper still hold true, with minor differences. We have
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thus considered the same mass distribution studied by the
LIGO and Virgo collaborations in Ref. [3]. In particular, the
distribution of the primary object is a power law with index
α: pðm1Þ ∼m−α

1 , while the distribution of the secondary
object is uniform between 5M⊙ and m1. A further con-
straint is imposed, that m1 þm2 ≤ 100M⊙. In Ref. [3], the
median α and its 90% credible interval were estimated to be
α ¼ 2.5þ1.5

−1.6 . We generated a population with α ¼ 2.5.
Naturally, we still find that 2G detectors have a selection
bias for heavier objects. In Fig. 6, we show the cumulative
distribution for the total mass of detected events by 2G and
3G, together with the underlying power-law population. We
see that 3G networks can detect the whole population
without apparent bias (this could have been guessed from
the fact that the left side of the 3G curve in Fig. 3 is flat). On
the other hand, 2G detectors will detect more heavy objects.
While for 3G detectors 90% of sources will have total mass
below 20M⊙ (exactly as in the true population), 2G
detectors will only detect 60% of events below that mass.
Even for the power-law mass distribution, we find that

the inclination angle distribution will look like in Fig. 5
since all events will be detectable. Finally, we find that it is

still the case that the peak of the SNR distribution for the
3G network will be at a value above threshold, although
lower than if the mass distribution extended to IMBH, as in
the main text. This is shown in Fig. 7, where a peak is
visible at network SNR of∼15. It is also worth noticing that
very large SNRs would be less frequent than what we see in
Fig. 4, due to the lack of heavy BBH sources.

APPENDIX B: BINARY FORMATION RATE

In this study, we have assumed the merger rate of BBH is
flat in the cosmic history. While this is a simplified
assumption, it does not impact at all the results in
Sec. IV, since these are only a consequence of the fact
that 2G detectors do not reach the region of the Universe
where most sources are, while 3G do. This would not
become false if a specific realistic merger rate were folded
into the analysis. For the same reason, the results in Sec. III
will also stand. The main impact of a nonflat merger rate
would be to slightly change the exact amount of mass
selection bias, without changing the fact that the “direc-
tion” of the bias will be reversed in 2G and 3G. In fact,
assuming a different mass function changes our original
setup more dramatically than a different formation rate but
leads to the same qualitative results, Appendix A.
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